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ing interesting happens (from their point of view):
guests come with gifts, are led to their shelters,
take their places, and are offered refreshments.
Western visitors get bored with the slow rhythm
of the ceremony and after a short time wander
away. When something really happens (such as
the buffalo slaughtering) many tourists regard it
as a disgusting spectacle and leave.

Tourists are unable to adapt themselves to the
rhythm and events of the funeral because their rep
resentation of this ceremony and their own role are

shaped by Western cognitive categories unsuited
to the local context. Tourists and natives skim past
each other in the ritual arena but do not interact,
as Western visitors are not really involved in the
performance. At the same time their very presence
modifies the ritual process because - as I argued -

the tourist gaze influences the way the Toraja think
of and represent their own culture. Nevertheless
tourists are not aware of their influence, as they
are blinded by the illusion they are attending a
“primitive,” unchanging ceremony.

Changes concern the ritual use of time and
space (Volkman 1990: 105). Formerly, the choice
of the ritual spaces was based on the cosmolog
ical dichotomy which opposed fertility rituals to
funeral ones but nowadays “space is becoming
homogeneous, an uncharged arena.” This shift is
due to the spreading of the Western vision of space
to the native cognitive world. Today the choice
of space for a funeral ceremony depends only
on practical requirements: funerals are performed
where there is room for an attendance of hundreds.

Timing, too, “is determined by a host of practical
factors” and a new “neutral and uniform” concept
of time prevails. In the past, the ritual calendar -
as well as the choice of the place for a ceremony -
was based on the distinction between rituals for the

gods, which were east-oriented and associated with
the upperworld (aluk rampe metallo) and funeral
rituals, west-oriented and associated with the un
derworld (aluk to mate). Fertility rituals, belonging
to the first category, were performed during the
season when rice plants sprout; in this time fu
nerals were forbidden (Scarduelli 1992: 121). To
day funeral ceremonies may be performed in any
month; the date is adjusted to the demands of orga
nizers or guests living in Ujung Pandang, Jakarta,
or abroad. Again in the past, ritual performances
were associated not only with the seasons but also
with day and night: fertility rituals were associ
ated with the rising sun and funeral ceremonies
with darkness; therefore, mourning laments had to
begin after sunset. Today the timing and length of
ceremonies whereto important guests are invited

(ministers coming from Ujung Pandang or Jakarta)
are adjusted to meet their requirements (Volkman
1990: 106).

Breaks in calendar and ritual rules, aimed
at meeting the requirements of Western tourists,
Toraja emigrants, or civil and military authorities,
are due to the separation between the ritual and
the traditional cosmology. As ritual meanings are
fading away, it is easier to adjust timing and rules
of ceremonies to a new social and cultural context.

Since the 1970s Toraja funeral audiences have in
creased, becoming more heterogeneous. Formerly
only the deceased’s kin, marapuan members, and
people living in neighboring villages were invited,
whereas today also educated Toraja living and
working in Ujung Pandang, Jakarta, Kalimantan,
Irian Jaya as teachers, bank executives, doctors,
and government officials take their places in the
temporary shelters surrounding the funeral yard.
Next to them sit American, Japanese, Australian,
European, and Indonesian tourists. Special seats
are reserved for civil and military authorities, usu
ally local government officials, though members
of the regional government or the national govern
ment may attend the funerals of important persons.

The Western tourists, who are briefly informed
by local guides about the meaning of the funeral
rituals, obviously do not understand neither the in
formation supplied by the speaker at the ceremony
nor the official speeches (in the Toraja language),
while the civil and military authorities understand
just what is translated into Indonesian. How much
a guest understands of the ritual meanings depends
on his cultural background, level of involvement,
and expectations.

For the deceased’s kin the arrival of Western
tourists and government officials guarantees a suc
cessful ceremony and an increase in prestige. As
Volkman remarks (1990: 107), the deceased’s fam
ily “displays” ministers, as ministerial attendance
is a proof of the family’s connection with the state,
but, at the same time, it displays to the ministers
its “native culture.” The alleged “original” Toraja
culture is, in fact, the outcome of a process of
commoditization; however, this “commodity” is
highly appreciated both by guests and by tourists.
The sale of the local culture helps the Toraja both
to strengthen their identity and to raise their status
in the ethnic hierarchy in Sulawesi and Indonesia.

Local guides who take tourists to funeral cere
monies share the success of the ceremony organiz
ers, even if they have no relationship with them,
as they act as go-betweens and feel themselves as
representatives of Toraja traditions. Through their
work they are transforming cultural values into


